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What about Time-Geography in the post-Covid-19 era?
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Abstract
In this year, 2020, the Covid-19 pandemic has imposed new challenges for most human activities. Timegeography is a theoretical approach with great potential for analysing the consequences of the new disease
and other disturbances, and this article aims at identifying possible developments of interest for the approach
in the post-Covid era. The article addresses challenges that emerge for time-geographic research from the
perspective of massive changes in human behaviour, regarding time-space activity patterns, caused by the
globally diffusing disease. The implications of the pandemic are discussed with respect to four areas: (i) timegeographic techniques; (ii) activities and rhythms; (iii) activity spaces; and (iv) social issues and perceptions.
The time-geographic concepts to be scrutinised are constraints, virtual time space and bundles, and stations and
paths. In addition, the article introduces this Special Issue of the Moravian Geographical Reports on ‘Current
issues, methods and applications in time-geography’, contributions which for evident reasons were written
before the onset of the pandemic.
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1. Introduction – Time-geography: Evolution
and ‘revolution’ in the field?
Time-geography was developed by the Swedish Human
Geographer Torsten Hägerstrand (1970, 1974), and the
principles, concepts and ontological background of timegeography draw on his earlier works (e.g. Hägerstrand, 1953,
in English 1967). His PhD work (1953) was on the chorology
of the diffusion of innovations, introducing a processual time
dimension and quantitative methods into Human Geography.
He also developed methods to more precisely locate objects
and places by introducing coordinates (Hägerstrand, 1955),
thereby grounding what later evolved as Geographical
Information Systems (GIS). This research was inspired by
his earlier work on migration and theorizing on migration
chains (Hägerstrand, 1950, 1957).
Just like any other field of geographic inquiry, the timegeographic approach has developed through time and new
vistas were envisaged (see overviews, outlines, discussions
and prospects: Lenntorp, 1976, 1999, 2004; Pred, 1977, 1984;
Thrift, 1977; M�rtensson, 1979; Thrift and Pred, 1981;
Carlstein, 1982; Hägerstrand, 1982, 1985, 2009; Hallin, 1991;
a

Gren, 2001; Timmermans et al., 2002; Miller, 2005a; Yu and
Shaw, 2007; Couclelis, 2009; Neutens, et al., 2011; Frantál,
et al., 2012; Sui, 2012; Dijst, 2019). Two recent monographs
by Elleg�rd (2019a, 2019b) present the development of and
state-of-the-art in time-geography in the pre-Covid era.
The global Covid-19 pandemic, a ‘revolutionary’ moment
for the current status of many disciplines, evokes new
challenges and examinations of some recent directions in
time-geographic research. The point of departure is the overt
and covert changes and adaptations in human behaviour to
a new geographical societal context and its anchoring in the
time-space.
As emphasised by Poom et al. (2020), the current global
crisis is clearly spatial in nature – the virus outbreak, hot
spots, mitigation measures, closed borders, quarantines
and related societal impacts are all profoundly about
distance, separation and space. This has offered geographers
opportunities for analyses of the relevant issues through
a geographic lens and predestined them to play a significant
role in the fight against the pandemic (see Aalberset
et al., 2020; Rose-Redwood et al., 2020). Geographical
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knowledge, GIS and spatial analysis have already proved
to be important for understanding the pandemic’s reach
and impacts (see the extensive review by Franch-Pardo,
et al., 2020).
Given the present state of knowledge, the ongoing
directions of changes in behaviour due to Covid-19 (living
strategies, attitudes, perceptions, etc.) of individuals and
society are difficult to predict, in the long term as well as
the short term. Now, when the vaccine is available, who
will get it, when and at what cost? The same applies for any
suggested therapeutic remedy. What will be the economic
costs and impacts of the pandemic? What will the political
costs be? Which population groups will be affected more and
which less? Which places will be affected more and which
less? These are some questions regarding the uncertainty of
the future. The pandemic, its diffusion, consequences and
impacts represent distinct spatial and temporal phenomena.
The answers for the questions will certainly be different
at global, regional and local levels. Thus, we maintain that
the post-Covid world will bring about new requirements for
time-geographic research, and that some time-geographic
concepts and methods will gain increased importance and
that some of them, partly forgotten or left aside, will have to
be reappraised and rethought once again.
The objectives of this introductory article to this Special
Issue of the Moravian Geographical Reports are two-fold.
First, it aims at identifying possible developments of interest
for the time-geographic approach in the post-Covid era.
Second, it will present original articles in the issue, which for
evident reasons were written in the pre-Covid era. To fulfil
the first objective, this article refers to several extensive
and excellent earlier works outlining time-geographic
concepts, methods and techniques and the history of the
approach, besides reflecting on time-geography in the new
situation caused by the pandemic. Conceived as a text
pointing to some new avenues in time-geographic research,
we attempt to revise the importance and meaning of several
time-geographic concepts and to turn attention to some of
the time-geographic methods and techniques that we find
promising for future research.
We think that it is just the right time to open the discussion
of further reconsideration of time-geography. Thus, this
current introductory article strives to do so with modesty,
as concluding opinions should get ripe first. The second
section discusses the traditions of and the challenges to
time-geography in the context of the global pandemic. The
third section is on some possible prospects for post-pandemic
time-geographic research and what, in our opinion, could
become possible new research avenues. The fourth and final
section introduces original time-geography inspired articles
written by researchers from different parts of the world and
from a variety of different research disciplines. They are all
written in the pre-Covid era and as such they may serve as
points of departure for time-geographic research directions
in the post-Covid era.

2. The Covid-19 pandemic: Implications for
time-geography?
The new situation, which is the result of the global
uncertainty related to the ongoing pandemic, calls for
deliberate discussions of future time-geographic directions
and relevance. It also brings about new challenges to timegeographic research, its theory and concepts. In this section
we put forward some ideas in this respect. We proceed from
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overt to more covert aspects of time-geographic research,
beginning with a discussion of time-geographic techniques,
going on to the issue of routine and random activities, to the
role of virtual space, and concluding with social issues and
perceptions.

2.1 Time-geographic techniques to understand time-space
processes
In the core of time-geography is the assumption of the
existence of indivisible individuals in the time-space.
The historic existence of any indivisible individual can
be recorded as a path (or individual path) in the timespace, when a geographical location and time is known for
virtually every point along this path. In time-geography, an
indivisible individual can be either a human, an animal or
a thing, thereby enabling analysis of the relations between
humans and other subjects and objects in the environment
(Hägerstrand, 1970, 1974, 1976, 2009). The path concept
relates to various volumes of time: a moment, a day, a week,
a month, a year, a life time, during which the existence of an
individual (and for humans, also other dimensions such as
her activities, attitudes, perceptions, feelings, etc.) is tracked.
From the earliest years of time-geographic research, timespace diaries (also time-space budgets, activity timetables),
were usually filled out by individual respondents. They
combine traditional time use diaries with spatial movements
and locations, and occasionally emotions and health
indicators (Elleg�rd, 2020).While this personal handling of
the time use diary is advantageous when one attempts to
reveal the subjective bases of human behaviour, then there is
a risk that the same subjectivity can bias the precise record
of a path in the time-space. This will be discussed further.
The principle of tracking an individual’s time-space
existence can be suitably used when we face the diffusion of
communicable diseases, such as Covid-19. In this respect, we
deem the time-geographic technique recording the activities
and movements of individuals in time and space very useful
when health issues emerge (see, for example: Gao et al., 2020;
Oliver et al., 2020). Moreover, the spread of a communicable
disease is in fact also a time-geographic problem – that of the
diffusion of phenomena in the time-space (as noted above,
individuals in time-geographic research are not necessarily
human beings). There is then a direct link to Hägerstrand’s
(1953) innovation diffusion theory. Here, it is not the mere
path concept, which is useful. When backtracking an infected
person, her physical contacts with others are important.
This is nothing more than the well-known time-geographic
concepts of encounter, couplings, bundles and groupings,
which are partly the result of coupling constraints. The
theoretical concept of spatiotemporal proximity (Yuan
et al., 2018) gives us a more thorough basis for this issue,
together with the notion of random encounters to be
estimated (Long, 2018; Yin et al., 2018).
In order to acquire utilisable information on the timespace movements and activities of an infected person, which
is a necessary condition for the so-called smart quarantines,
reliable methods of backtracking in time and space are
needed. As we have hinted above, time-space diaries can
be biased by the subjective way they are completed. Today,
widely-available communications technologies (such as
mobile phones and smart watches with Internet access,
Bluetooth and GPS modules) can be used to reconstruct
sufficiently the time-space existence of individuals and
their contacts and interactions, as long as they carry their
communication tools with them. Time-geographic research
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has a long experience with such tracking (e.g. Kwan, 2004;
Yu, 2006; Shaw et al., 2008; Shoval, 2008; Chen et al., 2011;
Šveda and Madajová, 2012, 2015; Shoval et al., 2014; Thulin
and Vilhelmson, 2019). There are risks related to tracking
technologies and we want to point to the issue of individual
data protection, privacy and more general issues of power
and human rights. A key concern seems to be that the
pandemic has been used to create and legitimise surveillance
tools used by governments and technology companies. This
is likely to persist beyond the emergency, and the data may
be used for purposes such as hyper-targeting by private
companies and/or law enforcement by governments, which
may be particularly dangerous in less democratic countries
(cf. Elleg�rd, 2019a; Oliver et al., 2020).

2.2 Routines, rhythms and random activities in time space
Individual paths include temporal and spatial dimensions.
If only the time coordinate changes, the person finds herself
at a ‘station’. As space is heterogeneous, the fulfilment of
one’s needs, desires and duties (‘projects’) implies also the
necessity of spatial movements. Here we come to the term
‘mobility’ in the time-space (Vilhelmson, 1999). Individual
movements can include routine activities (everyday
activities – see e.g. Elleg�rd, 1999) and random activities.
Taking into account the anchor point theory (Golledge and
Spector, 1978; Couclelis et al., 1987) and the principle of
return (Lenntorp, 1976; Hägerstrand, 1985; Elleg�rd and
Vilhelmson, 2004), routine activities are logically much
more frequent in individual lives than random activities.
In this respect, such stations as home, workplace and
school are typical anchor points (others have a more or
less temporal and ephemeral character). Routine activities
have different rhythms (cf. Lefebvre, 2004) – daily, weekly,
monthly or yearly. Typical rhythms relate to shorter time
periods (daily and weekly rhythms) and include travels to
work and school, partly also shopping and some short-term
leisure activities. In contrast, many random activities are
related to tourism issues.
In time-geography, the concept of authority constraints
concerns rules, laws and recommendations set up by
authorities that people involved in the domain of the
authority in question, are expected to follow. For example,
Covid-related lockdowns and other measures taken to
negotiate and mitigate the impacts of the pandemic, severely
interfere with peoples’ usual rhythms and the mobility timespace patterns of a substantial part of population (however,
there are certain differences among countries in the rigidity
of these measures). As a consequence, daily mobility patterns
are affected by utilising the possibilities of a home office and
telecommuting (cf. for example, Asgari et al., 2019; Thulin
et al., 2019), on-line teaching, shopping, etc. Such everyday
activities are related to the issue of virtual performance (see
Section 2.3).
The attenuation of economic as well as social activities,
together with reduced mobility, has brought to the fore some
temporary common environmental benefits (e.g. reduction in
carbon dioxide emissions, etc.). In contrast, the costs related
to environmental issues have been transferred to particular
households, as homes have become extensively ‘frequented’
stations. In this respect, the resource consumption and
energy behaviour of households are gaining particular
importance (cf. for example: Frederiks et al., 2015;
Isaksson and Elleg�rd, 2015; Palm et al., 2018; Köhler and
Trygg, 2019). The aggregate effect of many households
using energy-intensive electrical appliances (such as air-
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conditioning or space, water heaters and increasingly
computers, “smart phones” and servers) concurrently, can
contribute to new and higher peak demands on the electricity
network. At the same time, the rapid development of
renewable energy technologies, varying in time and season,
is likely to exacerbate the temporal mismatch between
supply and demand, causing many countries to consider how
future energy systems might be managed (cf. Suomalainen
et al., 2019).

2.3 Physical existence and virtual time-space
The anchor point theory, the principle of return, mobility
patterns and rhythms, bring us to the issues of individual
and aggregate existence in the time-space, to (daily) activity
time spaces, and to a space-time fixity of activities (Schwanen
et al., 2008; Shen et al., 2015). While paths between anchor
points and other stations define activity spaces with regard
to the past, the potentially accessible part of the time-space
defines possible activity spaces with regard to the future.
The time-geographic concept for this phenomenon is the
prism (Hägerstrand, 1970; Lenntorp, 1976). The shape of
a prism is influenced both by the current location of the
individual and by her future anchor points, following the
principle of return. Another time-geographic core concept
that can be related to this vein of thinking is pocket of local
order (Hägerstrand, 1985; Elleg�rd and Vilhelmson, 2004). It
stands for a place that is organised, scheduled and physically
equipped to facilitate the performance of individuals’
activities to achieve the goals of their projects.
There are efforts to work with individual prisms in order
to reach generalisable results. Yuan et al. (2018) proposed
the so-called space-time regions, while Lee and Miller (2019)
put forward the concept of the average space-time prism.
Liao (2019) defined potential space-time path areas.
Moreover, the aggregation of individual activity spaces
based on pairs of anchor points (home – workplace, home –
school, etc.) are in fact related to the extensively researched
issue of functional regions (for the concept: see for example,
Klapka and Halás, 2016; for definition and use: see Klapka
et al., 2014, 2016). Functional regions are largely based on
regular rhythms of movements, such as daily travel-to-work
and travel-to-school flows. Under specific circumstances
these regions are called daily urban systems, local labour
market areas, etc.: we propose the general term daily spatial
systems, which in fact is very close to the time-geographic
concepts of an activity space, pocket of local order and
prism. All of these concepts can represent a suitable basis
for political decision making, when the question of (smart)
spatial lockdowns arises, particularly in an intra-state
context. The use of prisms, space-time path areas, functional
regions and daily spatial systems for deciding on measures
to mitigate diseases could have one significant advantage:
it should have the least effect on every day economic and
social lives.
Activities in the virtual environment have only started to
be discussed and analysed relatively recently (Miller, 2005b;
Vilhelmson and Thulin, 2008; Yu and Shaw, 2008;
Couclelis, 2009; Thulin and Vilhelmson, 2012). It is closely
related to the already-mentioned issue of information and
communication technologies (Graham, 1998; Thulin and
Vilhelmson, 2005; Schwanen and Kwan, 2008; Shaw and
Yu, 2009), which provide one with necessary technological
background. The current situation of the ongoing pandemic
and its presumed consequences seems to acknowledge and
further emphasise the importance of the concept of virtual
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space. Such technologies make it possible for people to
perform activities that formerly needed transportation to
another place, now without moving physically. This brings to
the fore the detachment of places (stations) from activities
(in projects) in the form of on-line shopping, on-line teaching,
etc. (bundles in virtual time space), it can add to the decrease
of physical mobility and physical contacts, and it enables
one person to restrict their social contacts and activities to
a certain extent. When purchases are involved, however,
someone else has to transport the good to the customer.
Time-geographic diary-based studies of daily life facilitate
understanding such consequences of Covid-19, since the
time-geographic diary methodology builds on detaching
activity from place (and other dimensions of daily life) in
order to contextualise these in the analytical stage of the
investigation (Elleg�rd, 2019a).

2.4 Social issues and perceptions
Social issues, feelings, perceptions and emotions already
represent a viable part of time-geographic research and
frequently use the approaches of relational geography (see for
example, Hall, 2019). The interactions between individuals
within pockets of local order and activity spaces can be seen
as departing points (cf. Liu et al., 2018; Dixon et al., 2020).
Thus, ‘carescapes’ related to children, the disabled, the
elderly and women can be discussed (e.g. Dyck, 1998;
Davies, 2001; Wiles, 2003; Yantzi and Rosenberg, 2008;
Bowlby, 2012; Craig and van Tienoven, 2019; Landby, 2019).
The issues of loneliness, social and socio-spatial exclusion
and segregation emerge right away (Schnell and Yoav, 2001;
Schönfelder and Axhausen, 2003; Lee and Kwan, 2011;
Shen, 2019; Dixon et al., 2020; Frantál and Klapka, 2020).
The emotive load of stations and paths is discussed by
McQuoid and Dijst (2012). The references from a variety
of disciplines indicate that these issues are not unique to
time-geographic research, but there is a common ground in
everyday activities and activity spaces, which are distinct
time-geographic concepts.
The global pandemic clearly affects social issues and the
perceptions of individuals. Social contacts are limited and
social distancing (which also is geographic) is recommended.
This can increase the feelings of loneliness and social
exclusion, particularly for the elderly, single mothers,
single men and women, persons on parental leave, disabled
persons, etc. (see for example: Brooke and Jackson, 2020;
Gao and Sai, 2020). The results of an extensive study from
France show that during the lockdown, most people have
experienced a slowing down of time, which was not explained
by the levels of perceived stress or anxiety (although these
were considerable), but rather by the increase in boredom
and sadness felt in the lockdown situation (cf. DroitVolet et al., 2020). Manzo and Minello (2020) report how
the increase in remote working during the lockdown has
created unequal domestic rearrangements of parenting
duties with respect to gender relations. They highlight the
key role that working mothers have played in creatively
and effectively organising caretaking activities to resist the
burden of social distancing, child-care, and maintaining a
degree of ‘normalcy’.
The “virtualisation” of social contacts is for most people
probably an unsatisfactory and imperfect solution (Gao
and Sai, 2020). For instance, older adults do not command
the information and communications technologies (ICTs)
as younger generations (in general) do and their feelings
of isolation are accordingly not helped (cf. for example,
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Thulin, et al., 2020). Additionally, the issue of care of other
persons in need (children, the disabled, the elderly) emerges.
Kindergarten and school closures make it difficult to combine
care and work, which can compromise the economic situation
of families and households. Moreover, it has been found
that there exists a wide disparity amongst sub-populations,
such as those with higher incomes who are able to access
technologies that can ensure continuing education and social
contacts digitally during isolation (Nicola et al., 2020).

3. Post-pandemic time-geography:
Future prospects?
The pandemic event of 2020 will affect time-geographic
research and its future prospects, just as most likely the case
for many sciences and the arts. Before returning to the issues
touched upon above, we will discuss some points that might
be of interest when redefining, expanding and stressing
some of the future prospects for time-geographic research.
Beforehand, it might be useful to hint very briefly at some
philosophical and psychological implications of the 2020
global pandemic. This event, not experienced by many if
not most ever before, affects the feelings, the emotions and
the attitudes of individuals and society. It brings more fear,
worries and anxieties than joy, relaxation and contentedness
to existential emotions (see also Dijst, 2019). These emotions
are reflected in human needs, values, goals and ‘projects’
that may be ‘violated’ by the pandemic, in comparison to
the situation just a year ago. Even though further discussion
of the philosophical and psychological implications is well
beyond the scope of this article, individual emotions are
certainly reflected in social mood as shared (i.e. aggregated)
states of mind.
The satisfaction of human needs and values and
the achievement of goals rest on the fulfilment of the
activities necessary to reach the goals of specific ‘projects’,
as formulated by individuals and manifested in their
activities. These are necessarily anchored in the time-space,
wherein people interact with other persons and objects
in the geographical environment. This is clearly reflected
in behaviour in time space and time space behaviour
(also referred to just as spatial behaviour: Golledge and
Stimpson, 1997). While projects in the time-space are directly
related to efforts to fulfil one’s needs and to accomplish the
goals of one’s projects, the time-space behaviour manifests
the spatio-temporally overt activities of individuals. The
former concept includes strategies to satisfy one’s demands
and hopes and is based on spatial cognition and spatial
choice, while the latter concepts include concrete steps
carried out in time space to realise the strategy based on
spatial interaction and spatial mobility concepts.

3.1 The use of constraints
Time-geography includes a system of constraints, usually
classified into three main groups: authority, capability and
coupling constraints (Hägerstrand, 1970), which play an
important role in analysing human life. While concepts
similar to authority and capability constraints appear in
most social sciences, the coupling constraints are unique to
time-geography. All three types of constraints are of value in
the new pandemic situation.
As indicated above, the concept of authority constraints
has gained some new qualities. It suffices to take examples
from Europe, where we have witnessed numerous examples
of lockdowns, quarantines and reactivation of state borders
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in the Schengen Area by the overall authorities – a situation
not seen since the fall of the Iron Curtain. Not only tourism
travel, but also everyday activities have been affected by
these constraints, including work, education, shopping and
socialising. Thus, adaptation strategies to the socio-spatial
restrictions are a very appealing theme for time-geography.
The definition of capability constraints has not changed
much during the past decades. Hägerstrand (1970, p. 12)
says that “‘Capability constraints’ are those which limit
the activities of the individual because of his biological
construction and/or the tools he can command”. Further,
Elleg�rd (2019a, p. 44) states that “Capability constraints
concern the individual’s opportunities related to her bodily
and mental functions…”. Attention should be paid to ‘mental
functions’ in the latter definition. The global pandemic
has shown that there are psychological, and consequently
behavioural, constraints of an intrinsic quality that prevent
individuals from fulfilling their needs and the goals of their
projects. They are related to fear and worries and they are
clearly manifested in individual paths. Individuals may tend
to think twice about the way to accomplish their projects (see
also Section 3.3).
The concept of coupling constraints, which will be discussed
in the following subsection, concerns the opportunities for
individuals to meet and interact in the time-space when
necessary for performing activities that will help them to
achieve the goals of their projects. The pandemic makes it
more difficult to meet physically and, in this respect, we
can refer to the already-mentioned issues of isolation and
loneliness (see Section 2.4). In contrast, Tyner and Rice (2020)
suggest that the pandemic offers people an opportunity to
think more deeply about their lives, who and what they value
in society towards achieving meaning in life.

3.2 Role of virtual bundles
Many everyday activities have been transferred to
a virtual world, even though the individuals (as human
bodies) are always (time) located somewhere (place). On
the one hand, such a virtual world enables one to mitigate
the feelings of isolation and loneliness, but, on the other,
coupling constraints have significant drawbacks concerning
some projects.
On-line shopping, for example, involves many new kinds
of couplings with qualitatively different consequences
compared to shopping in the grocery store. The on-line
shopping customer stays at home (decoupled from the shop)
and sends the order to the shop. Then someone else picks
and packs the goods (they couple the goods into a specific
bundle), and thereby this someone decides what quality of
a specific good that is chosen. Then, someone else transports
the goods to the customer’s home, in order to couple them to
the customer. Hence, the goods are coupled to many different
persons and places on the way to the customer. The on-line
shopping, then, involves more physical couplings than inthe-shop shopping.
Our personal experience from teaching and research
can bear witness to some of the negative effects. Recent
lecturing activity has shown that personal contacts with
students (simultaneous physical couplings in the timespace) are irreplaceable. We feel that the quality of the
educational process tends to be compromised in the virtual
space that is, under current conditions, generally and easily
available with financially affordable technologies. This
situation appears to be in contrast to our research activities
which do not seem to have been severely challenged by
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the new situation. For researchers already in the scientific
community, then, physical contacts with colleagues
are not as important as in the case of the teaching
process. In a longer time perspective, however, research
claiming personal meetings in empirical studies might be
problematic, especially when the research problem concerns
sensitive issues. New generations of researchers entering
the scientific community will meet new kinds of coupling
restrictions. We admit that these examples are subjective,
reflecting our experiences, and we do not claim that they
hold true generally. Nonetheless, it seems clear that some
bundles in virtual time space can be less effective than
others with respect to project accomplishment, which is
also relevant for in-depth research. As indicated above, this
is not only the case in education, but also of work (home
office, telecommuting), shopping and social activities.

3.3 The meaning of stations and paths
Until recently, two traditional and basic time-geographic
concepts, station and path, have been considered as concepts
that needed to be assigned some added value (e.g. in the
form of emotional load, quality of life, transport mode,
etc.), but now they seem to have regained their original
importance per se. One specific physical station, ‘home’, is
garnering multiple meanings – a shelter (original meaning),
an office or a workplace, a place for education and shopping,
but also a cage. Perhaps as a result, other physical stations
are losing their previous meanings. Speaking of home,
what might be of interest now are the interactions between
household members (from the point of view of age, sex,
social roles, etc.) and the use of energy and consumption
behaviours of households. Another interesting issue is the
changing role of virtual “stations” (and portals, message
windows: see Miller, 2005b), when virtual bundles are
necessary. There may be a shift from the prevailing leisure
function of virtual stations to ‘must activities’ functions.
Thus, peoples’ activities in virtual space may gain different
qualities than before the pandemic. Hence, there is a need
for a concept where “virtual stations” or “virtual bundles”
are considered.
Until recently, the concept of (individual) path has been
interpreted by many researchers only as a basic record
of human existence in the time-space. In the pandemic
situation, it seems that this spatio-temporal aspect comes to
the fore again. This is particularly true for health issues and
the already-mentioned backtracking of infected persons and
the identification of respective bundles – possible sources
of further infection spread. Here, we return to the roots of
time-geography and Hägerstrand’s research on the diffusion
of innovations, where the virus is an innovation of nature,
and migration, where peoples’ movements and couplings
in time and space serve as diffusion motors. It may be
appealing to examine the reasons for a group of individuals,
what were their choices of their particular paths, for their
preferences or rejections of some directed path. Safety rather
than any traditional geographical distance, speed or cost
may prevail, when individuals seek their path through their
prisms to move from one station to another. Additionally,
the perspective of couplings between the human world and
the environment is an increasingly important issue. As the
areas occupied by human activities increase, wildlife meets
hard restrictions (for example roads, buildings, fences) and
thereby the prisms for animals and humans increasingly
intersect, causing more coupling possibilities. This will
increase the risk for new diseases to spread from animals
to humans.
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In a longer temporal perspective, some intriguing
questions for future time-geographic research are: What
new routines will prevail after the pandemic has loosened its
grip on humanity? How will people perform their activities
to achieve the goals of their projects, and what stations will
become more or less attractive than before? What lessons
are learned in terms the importance of couplings and how
they restrict daily life?

3.4 Time-geography in the post-Covid era
As the global pandemic has had a huge impact on human
lives and its consequences are likely to be reflected in
human behaviour for some time after it fades out, insights
into time-space aspects of human behaviour in the Covid
era brings new challenges also to time-geographic research,
and the need to scrutinise again some of its theory and
concepts arises as well. In this article, we have turned
our attention to four aspects of time-geographic research,
which can be related to the Covid pandemic and its future
consequences. The role of time-geographic techniques to
understand time-space processes and to track individual’s
existence in the time-space emerges once again. Routines,
rhythms and random activities in the time-space reflect
the framework ‘set’ by the pandemic and its impacts
on everyday life, households, work, education, health,
environmental and consumption issues. As a result, the
importance of virtual bundles increases and many ‘must
activities’ partly move onto the Web. Finding themselves
in new situations, individuals may experience social and
perceptual unease and stress, which can be felt differently
in specific population groups (children, women, men, the
disabled, etc.). Therefore, several time-geographic concepts
seem to gain new qualities, significance and meaning,
in particular the concepts of constraints, virtual space,
bundles, paths and stations.

4. Special Issue of the Moravian Geographical
Reports on “Current issues, methods and
applications in time-geography”
The articles collected in this Special Issue address several
key problems in time-geographic research. The original
articles are based on pre-pandemic research: the date of the
initial expression of authors’ interest to participate and the
submission of abstracts was November 30, 2019, and the
deadline for submission of full articles was March 1, 20201.
Nonetheless, there is a thematic affinity in these articles each
one presenting new aspects and uses of the time-geographic
approach, that respond in various degrees, to the questions
and challenges raised above in this introductory article.
The first three articles take up some important issues
for time-geographic research related to methodological
questions. Two articles are concerned with ICT in general
and potentially, tracking technologies. Mobile phone data
are considered one of the most promising information
sources for mapping the spatio-temporal activities of people.
Large-scale mobile phone datasets are widely applied to
monitor the daily life of urban populations and to examine
the structuring of urban environments. Martin Šveda,
Michala Sládeková Madajová, Peter Barlík, František
Križan and Pavel Šuška, in their article, develop and discuss
a methodological procedure that uses such data to observe
1
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temporal differences of the human presence in the city of
Bratislava. The authors illustrate how the records of the
mobile network infrastructure can be used as a suitable
proxy variable for complex human activity at the city level,
in the sense that they capture not only specific activities
(such as the work cycle of a given locale, or shopping more
generally) but various kinds of spatial practices. Stanislav
Kraft, Tomáš Květoň, Vojtěch Blažek, Lukáš Pojsl and Jiří
Rypl have mapped the daily mobility patterns of university
students in an urban environment using time-space diaries,
GPS loggers and smartphone applications. They analyse the
spatial patterns of intra-urban mobility using basic mobility
indicators (trips, distance, time), travel behaviour (use of
transport modes) and specific time-space bundles (spaces of
concentration of particular time-space trajectories). In doing
so, they compare the three mentioned research methods
and technologies according to their tracking accuracy and
informative value, for the case study of České Budějovice in
southern Bohemia, the Czech Republic.
In the next article, Robert Osman, Vladimír Ira and Jakub
Trojan discuss the limitations of existing methodological
approaches to the comparison of time policies between cities,
and the international comparisons of urban times in general.
The authors introduce the approach of a comparative chronourbanism, providing the theoretical framing, systematic
procedures and an empirical illustration of the comparison
of urban times using the analysis of timetables of the cities of
Brno (the Czech Republic) and Bratislava (Slovakia).
Next, we turn our attention to the rhythms of healthrelated activities, clearly principal issues in the pandemic era.
At present, people with severe mental illness face different
interventional landscapes compared to some decades ago,
when mental hospitals dominated the Western world. Gunnel
Andersson, Katerina Vrotsou, Anne Denhov, Alain Topor,
Per Bülow and Kajsa Elleg�rd investigated people diagnosed
with psychosis for the first time, over a 10-year period, and
explored what interventions (defined as specific “spheres”
in the article) men and women experienced. Based on data
from registers and using a time-geographic representation,
the authors visualised individuals in terms of their 10-year
trajectories, where their transitions between the different
spheres were highlighted. In the following article, which used
a more qualitative approach, Eva Magnus, Klara Jakobsen
and Randi Johansen Reidunsdatter demonstrate how timegeographic diaries, supplemented by in-depth interviews,
can be effectively used to map and understand the daily
activities and specific everyday life projects that improve
the quality of life of breast cancer survivors. The findings
of studies such as these, definitively can be implemented in
the development of more individual and peer-driven health
care services.
The following two articles are concerned with perceptions
and social issues. The concept of topophobia has been known
in Geography for decades (for example, Porteous, 1987). The
perception of fear within an urban environment is often
represented by fear of crime and it usually is exhibited in
certain spatio-temporal concentrations. Petr Šimáček,
Miloslav Šerý, David Fiedor and Lucia Brisudová deal in their
article with the analysis of topophobic places in an urban
environment. They focus on the temporal dimension of the
fear of crime and show how the intensity of and the reasons
for fears vary depending on time of day and place. In their

Actually the day when the first three cases of the Covid-19 disease in the Czech Republic (the country where the MGR journal is
published and where two of the authors of this paper live) were officially confirmed.
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article, Bohumil Frantál, Pavel Klapka and Eva Nováková
study space-time constraints, isolation and the loneliness of
older adults in urban environments. Their model of socialspatial isolation, based on data from space-time diaries
and questionnaires, shows that isolation is significantly
associated with the frequency of performing specific athome and out-of-home activities, which are constrained by
age-related health condition, financial opportunities, spatial
mobility and time consumption. This study supports the
hypothesis that socio-spatial isolation is a multi-component,
place-dependent and gendered issue.
In the last article, Chunjiang Li, Yanwei Chai and Yoshio
Arai provide a summary of the diffusion and development
of time-geography in East Asia, specifically in Japan and
China. The authors tell the story about how and why
time-geography diffused into East Asia by presenting and
analysing the academic life paths of the two key scholars
in the field. The effectiveness and disadvantages of the
academic life path method as a tool in mapping the diffusion
of a scientific discipline, is also discussed.
As a continuing thread throughout these articles,
there is an inherent presence of uncertainty entering into
everyday lives from the pandemic. As indicated recently by
world renowned physicist Carlo Rovelli in The Guardian
(Monday, 26 October, 2020): “Between certainty and
complete uncertainty there is a precious intermediate space
– and it is in this intermediate space that our lives and our
decisions unfold”. Perhaps, in the real world of everyday
lives and choices, this very thin boundary zone can best be
explored by time-geography.
This volume of articles represents the contemporary
thematic diversity of research into time and space, including
other disciplines than geography. It mirrors the ambitions
of Hägerstrand to create a “language” that enables
communication between disciplines. Additionally, both
quantitative and qualitative approaches to time-geographic
issues are documented. The articles show how the theory
and methods of time-geography serve as an inspiration
and relate to the application potential of Geography as
a discipline. Thus, the reader is presented with various
aspects of human behaviour in the time-space, its record,
manifestation, consequences and implications, in brief,
knowledge which can be used to resolve various aspects of
current social problems.
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